OVERVIEW
NDIA Connect, an online community for defense professionals, is an exclusive member benefit of the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) and its Affiliates, the National Training and Simulation Association (NTSA) and Women In Defense (WID). By enabling conversation, connection, and collaboration, NDIA Connect provides a reliable source of information for topics related to the defense industrial base and supply chain, news about association happenings and event updates, as well as broad content related to national security and defense. In doing so, NDIA Connect fosters progress and innovation in support of American warfighters. As a part of NDIA Connect, members have the ability and opportunity to:

- Connect with like-minded individuals from industry, government, and academia in addition to NDIA’s staff and membership base
- Stay up to date on NDIA upcoming events, ongoing whitepapers, new policies, announcements, and much more
- Network with colleagues in all fields thanks to the mix of open and closed communities based on Division and Chapter participation as well as interest areas
- Collaborate on projects to further any given community’s mission and vision
- Plan meetings, seminars, webinars, conferences, or any NDIA-related event
- Contribute to documents of all kinds, including whitepapers, agendas, memos, and proposals
- Use the community to foster discussion, promote innovation, and grow networks

FUNCTIONALITIES
NDIA Connect encompasses a wide variety of capabilities that foster conversations and connections, ultimately promoting innovation in the defense and national security communities. The online community’s collection of functionalities is constantly developing, always offering members an improved user experience.

Communities
NDIA Connect offers both general and specialized communities to accompany the main open forum, also known as the Agenda. These communities enable members to converse, collaborate, and share information with one another related to any and all defense-related topics. Browse all of the available communities at Connect.NDIA.org/Communities/AllCommunities.

Discussion Threads
NDIA Connect enables members to either start their own discussion threads or reply to those of other users, prompting important conversations related to topics of interest to the defense and national security communities. Numerous threads are started and developed every day by members who share their comments, questions, and answers.

Resource Libraries
NDIA Connect provides dedicated libraries for each community, where members can upload and download materials such as PDFs, PowerPoints, and recordings at their convenience. Each library has a unique folder structure to enable efficient file storage and sharing.

Member Directory
NDIA Connect includes a comprehensive directory, allowing members to search for people both in and out of their current network, strengthening their preexisting working relationships while building new ones.

LOGGING IN
NDIA Connect is exclusively available to current NDIA, NTSA, and WID members at Connect.NDIA.org.

Already a member?
If you are already a member of NDIA, NTSA, or WID, you have automatic access to NDIA Connect. You can log in to NDIA Connect either by clicking the “Sign In” button in the upper right-hand corner of Connect.NDIA.org or by clicking the “NDIA Connect” button in the upper-right hand corner of NDIA.org.

Once on the NDIA Connect sign-in page, enter your email address or NDIA Customer ID. If possible, use the “FORGOT PASSWORD?” link. However, if you are not sure of your login information, including your customer number, contact the NDIA Membership Team at Membership@NDIA.org. Then, enter your credentials and click the “LOGIN” button to proceed into NDIA Connect.

Not yet a member?
If you are not already a member of NDIA, NTSA, or WID, we invite you to become one so that you may gain access to NDIA Connect.

Learn more and join NDIA at NDIA.org
Learn more and join NTSA at TrainingSystems.org
Learn more and join WID at WomenInDefense.net

CONTACT US
With any NDIA Connect-related questions or comments you may have, please contact us at NDIAConnect@NDIA.org. You may also submit an inquiry through the NDIA Connect Contact Us Form at Connect.NDIA.org/ContactUs.